The objective of this paper is to calculate the number of bags needed to successfully supply a large package delivery operation.
INTRODUCTION
Plastic disposable bags are presently used at United Parcel Service (UPS) to consolidate small packages into an easier to transport large container. Plastic bags have a very limited life and contribute to a large disposal expense.
A durable bag having more permanent characteristics than the disposable bag may make economical sense. To calculate the net present value of this capital budgeting project the initial outlay must be estimated. The overwhelming determinant of the initial outlay is the amount of these durable bags that are needed to feed the operation. If the operation needs an excessive amount of durable bags, the investment will not be profitable.
Given the magnitudes of dollars involved and the importance of the estimated initial Chong Loo United Parcel Service 55 Glenlakes Parkway NE Atlanta, GA 30328 stock of bags on the capital budgeting decision, the calculation of bags needed must approach reality as accurately as possible. The complexity of the UPS delivery system, that is capable of delivering a package to any address in the US, is enormous; lbuilding a mathematical model to estimate the stocks and flows of every hub would be an extremely time consuming task.
Compounding the problem is the everyday potential of random shocks to the system, weather, breakdowns, etc.. Another scenario would be to examine the UPS system at the Macro level, abstracting away from examining eveq hub's interrelationship and viewing the system as one large stock. This results in loss of accuracy, however the gain is in simplicity and significantly less time in model construction. The proposed solution is in using a dynamic multiple run monte-carlo simulation of the initial stock of bags viewing the UPS system at the Macro level. This simulation approach has the benefit of having the capability of being an empirically based model, tier the inherent random shocks to the system are naturally modeled. The combination of using empirical data in the simulation while controlling for the uncertainty in everyday operations makes this approach extremely appealing. This paper is organized into the following sections: Section 2 describes the variables that influence the flow of bags.
Section 3 develops the simulation method. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the simulation. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of the method u[sed and its appeal.
STOCK-FLOW VARIABLES
To determine the number of bags needed to support the package operation, we must first derive the equations that will enable us to intuitively understand the variables that influence the calculation.
This problem can be understood in a stock-flow framework, see figure one. 
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Result (1) states that the total stock of bags needed on or before time period Z is equal to the bag outtlow summed up over time until time period Z. In other words the number of bags needed before the intlow of bags is received is simply the sum of outflows.
Result (2) presents three different interpretations given the basic trend of bag outflow:
1.
If the slope of the trend of bag outflow over time is zero or bag outflow is constant then result (2) reduces to zero.
2.
If the slope of the trend of bag outflow over time is negative then result (2) implies a surplus of bags will accumulate, therefore reducing the number of bags needed from result (l).
3.
If the slope of the trend of bag outflow over time is positive then result (2) implies a deficit of bags will accumulate, therefore more bags are needed than is stated in result (l).
SIMULATION METHOD
United Parcel Service(UPS) volume can be assumed to grow in the fbture therefore it follows from result (2) that a deficit of bags would occur. More bags are needed than simply the sum of outtlows until time Z. Because the objective is to calculate the total number of bags that will be required over a span of time a projection of fiture exogenous values are required. This introduces additional uncertainty into the analysis. The identified variables that drive the initial bag calculation and impart uncertainty into the analysis are: 
